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ome of the most extreme variations on our planet are related to the changing of the
seasons. For instance, Dr. Paulina Szafrańska writes about how the winters we experience
in Poland’s geographical latitude are a challenging time for weasels to live through: they
“really do live on the edge – as shown by their high mortality rates in winter.” It turns out
that in order to survive, weasels actually slow down their metabolism, which enables them to eat
less and lower their body weight. The same thing happens with their brains: they shrink by 15% in
order to consume less energy.
Such findings make one ponder: we humans, after all, also live in the same ecosystem and we
also adapt to the environmental conditions, albeit in our own way. In the winter we dress more
warmly, eat more calorific meals, spend less time outside and more in heated homes. That’s true,
but at the same time our species has developed the ability to shape our environment. And not
just in order to survive in it individually, but also to ensure that it provides a context in which all of
human society can live better.
Efforts of this latter sort are visible in one of the threads of our conversation with the team of four
women scholars now leading the Polish Young Academy. They note how the Polish Academy
of Sciences decided last year to boost the share of female members of the Academy, and the
same tendency is increasingly visible in grant-awarding, for instance. Not only because such are
the demands of European projects, but also because of a growing awareness that the presence
of women in science is important for all of society at large, as their ideas, their efforts, and their
approaches help push science forward. The calculus is quite simple, really: “If we exclude the half
of the world’s population that is made up by women, we reduce our development options in
general.” And that is something that no country can afford, no matter what its climate.
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Tomasz Kawiak,
“Drawing on two axes
with a protractor, pencil,
and chalk” (1975).
A graduate of the Fine Arts
Academy in Warsaw (1968),
where he worked as a teaching
assistant in 1968–1970 (in the
ceramics workshop of the
Faculty of Painting). In 1970 he
presented his installation
“Tomek Kawiak’s Pain” in which
he bandaged up the trees on
a certain street in Lublin that
had been damaged by the city
services. He continued his
artistic education at the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts. He is known as
for his original initiatives,
including briquetage
– whereby the artist leaves
behind identical bricks fired
from red clay in various places
he visits during his numerous
voyages.
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